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What is IKE?

IKE adds PBEM (Play by E�Mail) or Hotseat play to any Command: Modern Operations
scenario, allowing you to engage in a turn-based multiplayer game with one or more
opponents by exchanging .save �les.

What does it do?

IKE ...

➢ keeps track of turn order and length, and stops the scenario
automatically when a player’s turn is over.

➢ provides a summary of any losses sustained or messages received during
the last turn.

➢ adds an (optional) Setup Phase, allowing players to con�gure loadouts,
missions, and orders before the game begins.

➢ supports either Unlimited Orders (traditional CMO play) or Limited
Orders to simulate command delay.

➢ provides password protection for each player’s turn.

➢ allows players to either use the scenario’s recommended PBEM settings,
or customize them at game start.

➢ maintains a consistent random seed, to discourage replaying turns for
more advantageous results.

➢ prevents players from cheating by (optionally) disabling the Editor
until the scenario has ended.

Who is it for?

IKE is designed primarily for scenario authors who want to create a multiplayer
version of new or existing scenarios, but it may also be used productively by players who
want to convert their favorite scenario for use with a friend.
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How do I use it?

�e IKE Wizard s�art window

Adding IKE should be the �nal step in scenario creation, as once it has been ‘baked in,’ it
becomes di�cult to edit the �le. Make sure that you make a backup copy of the original pre-IKE
scenario file.

TIP: If you’re converting an existing scenario for PBEM play, you will probably have to make small
changes to the scenario’s Lua scripting before applying IKE. �is process will be different for every
scenario. See the Tips for Converting Existing Scenarios section on page 9 for more information.

Once you’ve made a backup, perform the following steps to add IKE:

1. Open the scenario in the Command: Modern Operations scenario editor (Edit Scenario
from the start menu).

2. Open the Lua Script Console (from the menu, Editor -> Lua Script Console).
3. In a separate text editor, open ike-min.lua (distributed with this �le), copy the

contents, and paste them into the white box of the Lua Script Console.
4. In the Lua Script Console, click RUN. A new window should pop up, starting the

IKE Wizard.
5. Answer a series of �uestions provided by the Wizard to set the default options for

your multiplayer game. �e meaning of these options is detailed in the pages below.

TIP: �e choices you make in the IKE Wizard will be used as the scenario’s recommended settings.
However, players are given the option to change many of them when they s�art the game.
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(1) PLAYABLE SIDES

�e �rst series of �uestions will ask you to designate which sides are PLAYABLE. �is will
determine which of the sides are controlled by human players in the game.

(2) TURN LENGTH

Next, you’ll be asked to determine the length of your turns. Each player will have this
amount of simulation time to command their units until their turn is over.

TIP: What is the “correct” turn length? It will depend on the scenario in question, and should be
determined by experimen�ation and playtesting.

For shorter scenarios with fewer units, it is recommended to use turn lengths of 15-30 min or less.
Larger scenarios spanning several days may use turn lengths of 60 min or more.

Be careful not to set your turn lengths too long—or else you’ll risk one player missing the action
(which, when it happens, can be violent and brie�).
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(3) COMMAND MODE

Choose whether you want UNLIMITED ORDERS or LIMITED ORDERS.

What are.. .?

Unlimited Orders Limited Orders

During a turn, each player can issue as
many orders as they’d like, and are free to
micromanage their units.

�is is the way that most players are used
to playing Command: Modern Operations.

Each player has a limited number of "order
phases" during their turn. Once the player gives
their orders and s�arts the clock, they will not
be able to control their units until the next
order phase begins. No micromanagement
between orders is allowed.

�is game mode more accurately models real
command delay.

If you choose LIMITED ORDERS, you’ll be asked to specify
how many times each side will have an opportunity to give or
change orders during a turn.

TIP: By using Limited Orders and giving each side di�erent numbers of orders per turn,
you can model con�icts where di�erences in command-and-control, communications, and
training have a signi�cant e�ect on the outcome.

Example: you’re creating a Cold War scenario depicting a hypothetical conflict between the Soviet
Union and NATO. �e turns are 30 min long, but you decide that despite the numerical superiority
of the Soviet Union, the rigidity of their doctrine and training would have prevented their forces
from improvising effectively. To account for this, you choose Limited Orders, then give the NATO
side 3 orders per turn and the Soviet Union 2 orders per turn.
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Now, during a single turn, the NATO side will have an opportunity for giving new orders every 10
min (three times a turn). �e Soviet side will only be able to give new orders every 15 min (twice a
turn). You have therefore offset the Soviet numerical superiority with a disadvan�age in control.

(4) CLEAR EXISTING MISSIONS

(Optional.) If any of your playable sides has any missions set up by default, IKE will give you
the choice of deleting them automatically for your convenience.

(5) SETUP PHASE

Choose whether you want to add a SETUP PHASE. �is is a “Turn Zero” for both players: a
1-second turn that allows them to set up their missions and doctrines to be played out
during their opponent’s turn.

It is highly recommended that you add a Setup Phase in most cases.
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(6) WHO GOES FIRST?

Determine which side GOES FIRST in the turn order. �is player will have to play their
turn �rst, and will have the advantage of initiative in the scenario. �ink carefully about
which side should have this.

(7) RESTRICT EDITOR MODE

Finally, determine whether you want to prevent players from opening up this PBEM
scenario in EDITOR MODE until the scenario has ended. �is prevents players from
peeking at their opponent’s forces or cheating outright, but also removes the �exibility of
being able to modify the scenario in the middle of a game if something goes wrong, or if the
players want to try something di�erent.

If you just want to play casual games with friends, you may want to decline this feature. But
if you’re intending to test your wits against strangers on the internet, it may be best to—in
the words of Ronald Reagan—“trust, but verify.”

TIP: One of the wonderful aspects of Command: Modern Operations is its astounding mu�ability:
the ability for players to open up any scenario in the Editor to tinker with it and see how it works.
Restricting that ability is something that should be done with extreme caution, and only in
circums�ances where it makes sense (e.g. competitive PBEM play). Don’t abuse this feature!
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(8) FINISHING UP

Once you’ve answered all of the �uestions, you should see a �nal noti�cation indicating that
IKE has been run successfully. You should now immediately save the scenario under a new
name. (If you’re planning to upload the PBEM-enabled scenario to the Steam Workshop, you
should do so now, before you close it.)

To start a new PBEM/Hotseat game with this PBEM scenario, players should simply choose
Start New Game from the start menu and select the scenario. �ey will then set their
password, and play the �rst turn or setup phase for the side that goes �rst. When the turn is
complete, they will receive a noti�cation providing instructions on saving their turn and
exchanging it with the next player.

TIP: You should indicate in any briefing materials that players should set Special Messages to
Raise Pop-up in their Game Options -> Message Log menu. IKE relies on this setting to operate
correctly!
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Tips for Converting Existing Scenarios

— Before running IKE, make sure the setting Side is
computer-only is OFF for all of your playable sides.
Otherwise, the side brie�ng won’t be visible to players
starting the scenario.

— When modifying Lua code for existing scenarios, keep in mind that you can no longer
count on only one faction being controlled by a player. Among other things, this means that
your calls to ScenEdit_SpecialMessage(...) should usually specify exactly which side you
want to send the message to, not just “playerside”.

Example:

--solo version (bad)

ScenEdit_SpecialMessage(“playerside”, “You’re in trouble now!”)

--multiplayer version (good)

ScenEdit_SpecialMessage(“Soviet Union”, “The Americans are in trouble!”)

ScenEdit_SpecialMessage(“United States”, “You’re in trouble now!”)

When sending messages, don’t worry too much about which player is taking their turn at the
moment. If you send a special message to a side not currently playing, the message will be
saved and displayed at the start of their next turn. However, if you do have to know who’s
currently playing at the moment (e.g. for playing sounds at the correct time), then you
should use ScenEdit_PlayerSide().

Example:

-- only the Soviet player should hear the telex sound

If ScenEdit_PlayerSide() == “Soviet Union” then

ScenEdit_PlaySound(“telex.mp3”)

end
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— Many solo scenarios randomize unit positions, initialize variables, etc. many seconds a�er
the scenario has already started. Don’t do that in a PBEM scenario!

Here’s what I recommend instead: do all of your initial setup in an event with a tri�er that
activates On Scenario Load. To make sure that your units don’t shu�e around every time
you load the scenario while you’re editing it, leave the event INACTIVE (unchecked) until
right before you run IKE for the �rst time. When you’re ready to release the scenario, check
the event to make it ACTIVE (check the box), run IKE, and then save it.

Example:

(1) During developmen�, leave unchecked. (2) Just before applying IKE, check the box.

If that’s too complicated, you can instead create a function called PBEM_OnInitialSetup

somewhere in your scenario code, perform any initialization actions inside that function,
then register it by calling ScenEdit_SetKeyValue(“PBEM_INITIALSETUP”, “1”). IKE will
automatically execute the setup function before the �rst turn or setup phase.

Template:

function PBEM_OnInitialSetup()

-- add pre-setup initialization code here

-- shuffle units, send some initial messages, etc.

end

ScenEdit_SetKeyValue(“PBEM_INITIALSETUP”, “1”)

— Finally, if your scenario code calls ScenEdit_SetTime(...), you will almost certainly trip
the anti-cheat system. Try to avoid changing the current scenario time in Lua if possible.
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IKE uses somes code from the following MIT-licensed projects:

● LuaBit by hanzhao
● Lua MD5 by Adam Baldwin

Finally, thank you for using IKE! If you have comments, su�estions for new features, or bug
reports, please send them to nick.musurca@gmail.com. I’ll do my best to address them as
soon as possible.

Licensing & Source Code

IKE is licensed under the GNU GPLv3, a free and permissive open source license that allows
you to do whatever you want with it, as long as you provide source code for any
modi�cations you make. �e full text of the license is included with this release.

�e unmini�ed source code for IKE, along with instructions for building it, are available on
GitHub here:

http://www.github.com/musurca/IKE
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